
             SKDP Prom - Dress and Behavior Code 2017 

Prom - April 22 at the Marriot on Convention Center Blvd.9:00 pm to 12:00 am 

                                   This Year’s Theme is: Enchanted Crystal Forest     

                                                          COLORS: Light pink, gold and accents of silver           

           SKDP students and male guests must wear modest formal attire. 

Females: Formal length (long) gowns. Splits in back or side must be below the knee. No “see through” 

dresses exposing thighs, breast or otherwise considered immodest styles allowed.  Females must wear 

evening shoes (no tennis, gym shoes, slippers, or ballerina slippers may be worn).  Males: Formal 

attire.  Tuxedos and dress shoes. Any shoes that resemble tennis/gym shoes with traditional tennis/gym 

shoe logos will be escorted from the premises. No dress suit, sweaters, vest, and regular slacks 

permitted (Durand’s Tuxedo Consultants is available to assist you - 504-324-5099). 

Attendees  May Not Wear:   Strapless dresses -   Backless dresses -  Cold shoulder dresses   

Sweetheart Cut –Two piece (with any part of the torso exposed)- Low cut dresses exposing cleavage  -  

Short or street length dresses- Dresses with uneven hem lines-or “see through” sheer dresses exposing  

the 3 B’s  (breast, backs, or belly) or other immodest styles. Males and Females: May not have exposed 

tattoos and/or body piercings.  No crowns or tiaras (Only the queen and her court may wear these 

distributed by prom coordinator)  

 Any SKDP student or guest improperly attired will not be admitted, allowed to remain at the prom or 

allowed to take pictures by the SKDP photographer or anywhere in the facility alluding to 

attendance at the SKDP Prom. If in doubt about appropriateness of your dress please bring 

your shawl! Do not say you left it in the car or at home as you will not be admitted. Cover 

shawls are not to be taken off once in the Prom if dress is in violation. The SKDP Photographer 

will not take pictures of anyone inappropriately attired. 

Prom Behavior 

1. SKDP students are responsible for their behavior and that of their male guests.  

2. Anyone being disrespectful during the court presentation will be escorted from the premises. 

3. Students are not to invite outside guests other than their male dates.  

4. Students and guests are not allowed to sit on their date’s lap or engage in inappropriate touching 

5. Students and guests are not to dance inappropriately or perform any inappropriate acts. 

6. Students and guests are reminded that under-age drinking is dangerous and is not permitted at this 

event. Attendees appearing under the influence of alcohol or drugs will not be permitted entrance or allowed to 

remain at the SKDP prom. ( Refer to SKDP Handbook ) 

7. Students and guests are not to hang out in the lobby, outside the hotel or go to any other locations in 

the facility where the prom is being held.              
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Research these great African American historians: 

 

Birthplace 

Education 

College Major 



Advanced Degrees 

 

Why is he/she famous? 

 

What is her/his basic philosophy? 

 

Is there one body of work (book, statement, other) 

that he/she is famous for. 

 

Write an 3 paragraph argumentive essay (for or 

against) the basic philosophy of this historian. 

 

What new information did you learn about   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


